Technical Specifications
Technical Specifications DSC10/60i
Dimensions (D × W × H):
Weight:
Power Supply:

855mm x 830mm x 1972mm
305.5 Kg
220/240V 50/60Hz 5.3A

Min Paper size:
Max paper size:
Min paper weight:
Max paper weight:

105mm(W) x 148mm (L)
350mm(W) x 610mm(L)
52gsm
300 gsm

Feeding device:

Suction feeding from the top of
the stack AMS+ (Air Management
System Plus)

Max speed:
No of stations per tower:
Bin capacity:
Maximum no of connectable
towers:
Counters:
Connecting devices:

10,000 sets/hr A5 LEF direction**
10
65 mm
6
Total/Batch/Rejected set
DBMi - DBM 500 DSF 2200 - DCR-ST Stacker
DBM400STR/L - DC12JR

1610mm x 700mm x 1005mm
412 Kg
230 V, 50 Hz, 3,8 A
105mm x 170 mm
356mm(W) x 508mm(L)
Up to 5,000 A5 books/hr *
30 sheets x 80gsm
12 memory programs
Saddle, Corner, Side, Fold only,
Corner and Fold.

Hohner stitching heads:
Connecting devices:
Optional attachments

1- 4 ( 2 standard) Hohner heads
DSC10/60i suction tower DSF5000 Digital sheet feeder DBM500T - DCR-ST Stacker
Calendar Kit,
2 additional Hohner heads.
Hohner Loop stitching heads.
Hand feed unit.

Technical Specifications DBM-500T
Dimensions (L × W × H):
Weight:
Power supply:
Min Untrimmed book size:
Max untrimmed book size:

584 × 700 × 1094 mm
241 Kg
230 V, 50 Hz, 3.3 A
85mm (Spine to Foredge) x
120mm (Head to Foot)
254mm (Spine to Foredge) x
356mm (Head to Foot)

Trim Margin:
Max Speed:
Trimming Mechanism:
Connecting devices:
Options:

1- 25mm
Up to 5,000 A5 books/hr
Upper and Lower knives with
shearing action
DKT-200 Trimmer ASM 500
Squareback
Kicker unit.

DSF-2200 Sheet Feeder
Feeding System:

Belt suction, top feed, air separation from
fan and pumps

User features:

OMR end of set mark reader, Ultrasonic
double sheet detection, Hand feeding,
Active anti-static bar

Paper capacity:

Main feed tray 200 mm media stack
height

Net weight:

115kg

* Dependant upon paperweights and sizes
** Speed differs depending on downstream unit
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BOOKLET SYSTEM
INTELLIGENT BOOKLETMAKING WITH INTEGRITY
Fully automated bookletmaking system
Unparalleled versatility
Up-to 5000 booklets per hour
Accepts both collated and uncollated jobs

Technical Specifications DBM-500
Dimensions (L × W × H):
Weight:
Power Supply:
Min paper size:
Max paper size:
Max speed:
Corner/Side Stitching capacity:
Programmes:
Stitch positions:

500i DUETTO

Height: 1972mm
Depth: 865mm

Width: 6780mm

Duplo is a trade mark of the Duplo Corporation. Duplo has
a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right
to amend the above specifications without prior notice.
Production rates are based on optimal operating conditions
and may vary depending upon stock and environmental
conditions. As part of our continuous product improvement
program, specifications are subject to change without
notice.

Ref: 500DUETTO/11/13

Financial and Investment Reports, Personalised University Prospectuses, Corporate Reports, Menus, Catalogues,
Brochures, Coupon Booklets, Yearbooks, Picture Books, Magazines, Newsletters, Course Work, CD Booklets

AMS+

The 500i Duetto Booklet System
incorporates up to 3 DSC-10/60i
Collating Towers and the DSF-2200
Sheet Feeder with the world leading
DBM-500 Bookletmaker and Trimmer.
The Duetto is the ideal solution for
the printer with both offset and
digital printing presses. The system
is equipped with intelligent feeding
and provides complete integrity and
security for the bookletmaking process.

Intelligent Feed system
The DSC-10/60i includes I.M.B.F.
(Intelligent Multi Bin Feeding) which
allows the operator to select each bin
individually, as a block, a tower or link
multiple independent bins together to
best suit each application. Each tower
of 10 bins is completely independent
and can be optimised to feed single or
multiple sheets from each bin.

Integrity and Security
The DSF-2200 sheet feeder is equipped
with features like Optical Mark
Recognition and the optional Barcode
Kit which reads 1D or 2D barcodes.
Like the DSF-2200 which has Ultrasonic
Technology as standard, each bin on
the DSC-10/60i has the option of being
equipped with Ultrasonic sensors which
detects if a double feed occurs, regardless
of ink colour, paper colour and paper
density, enabling the operator to feed
different paper weights within the same
job.

Automated Precision
The entire system is managed from a
single user friendly PC controller which
automatically sets up the system within
60 seconds and the changeover between
jobs within 35 seconds, all without the use
of any tools. The operator can create and
save an unlimited number of jobs with
ease for future instant recall.

Superior Feeding
The sheet feeder and the collators are
equipped with Duplo’s superior feeding
technology, the A.M.S.+ (Air Management
System Plus) as standard. Controlled from
the PC Controller and/or the towers, this
unique feeding system incorporates its
own individual high power fans which
provide variable amounts of air/vacuum
to each bin independently and can be
adjusted to feed differing stock weights
and sizes. The vacuum feed belt system
ensures that each sheet is accurately and
consistently delivered.

Optional DKT-200 Trimmer

Productivity
The 500i Duetto Booklet System can
finish up to 5,000 books per hour without
operator intervention or any wastage.
With the optional DKT-200 it can finish up
to 9,000 books per hour. The DSC-10/60i
has a large bin capacity of 65mm and the
DSF-2200 has two bins with the capacity
of 65mm and 200mm respectively.

Flexibility
The 500i Duetto Booklet System offers
high speed professional finishing by
allowing the operator to merge together
digital and offset sheets, uncollated and
collated sets, on a wide variety of sheet
sizes and weights without compromising
print production.
To accommodate an even wider range of
finished applications, up to 4 heavy duty
Hohner heads or loop stitching heads can
be installed.
Modularity
The 500i Duetto Booklet System is a very
modular system and can be customised
according to the end users need, allowing
them to configure and expand as their
needs and demands change.

500i Duetto Booklet System - Process workflow

DBM-500T
trimmer

Fully Automatic set up of all book parameters

DBM-500 booklet maker

Accurate and reliable A.M.S.+ suction feed system

Options:
3 knife Trimming
The 500i Duetto Booklet System, when
connected with the optional DKT-200
trimmer, provides a completely automatic
3 knife trimming operation. This allows
the user to take the printed SRA3 or B3
sheet directly from the press and finish
the book in one operation, providing
huge savings on guillotining and labour
costs. The optional centre or gutter knife
enables the printer to finish a 2-up printed
page, greatly increasing the overall
production to 9,000 books.
ASM-500
The optional ASM-500 Square Spine can
add greater value by creating professional
looking booklets with a perfect bound
effect.

DSC-10/60i suction tower with
PC Controller

DSF-2200 Digital
Sheet Feeder

Intelligent Collation on the PC Controller

